
 

 
 
 

    

    
  

 

Changing your wrapping method? 
 
When there are changes in the packaging method, or in the nature or brand of packaging material used 
that provide a greater challenge to the sterilisation process, or an increase in the most complex and 
difficult-to-sterilize item, it is necessary to repeat the performance qualification component of validation, 
to verify that the steam sterilizer cycle parameters being used are appropriate to achieve sterilisation. Until 
that is done, it is necessary to use internal chemical indicators (class 4 to class 6) inside every packaged 
item in every load. Note that if the sterilization packaging changes are required only  for a short 
period of time (e.g. due to temporary  inability  to obtain the normal pouches/wrap), the use of 
class 4-6 chemical indicators in each wrapped item may be a less expensive option than 
revalidation using biological indicators, especially  if an ex ternal contractor is being used to 
undertake it. 

The following are some examples of common scenarios that would immediately trigger re-validation:  

Scenario 1: A practice uses plastic-paper (laminate) pouches. Because of issues sourcing their regular 
brand, they decide to switch to another brand of plastic-paper pouches.  

Scenario 2: A practice uses plastic-paper pouches for their instrument cassettes. They decide to change 
to wrapping the cassettes in polypropylene fabric (e.g. Halyard sterilization wrap (Kimguard)). 

Scenario 3: A practice wraps surgical kits with two separate layers of Kimguard. They decide to change 
to Halyard ONE-STEP sterilization wrap, which has two layers of wrap that are thermally sealed along the 
sides so that they can achieve double-wrapping in one step, to save time for staff. 

Scenario 4: A practice normally wraps surgical kits with two separate layers of Kimguard. They are now 
assembling a larger, heavier pack which will hold more instruments, and will be using a thicker grade of 
Kimtech Kimguard sterilization wrap, to handle the extra weight. (Note that there are 6 grades of this 
wrap fabric).     

The performance qualification that is required will establish using biological indicators (spore tests) that 
the minimum sterility assurance level of one in one million can be achieved. When doing this, ensure that 
the biological indicators (as well as a Class 6 chemical indicator) are placed inside the largest or most 
difficult pack to be sterilized, when is then located in the coolest part(s) of the sterilizer chamber (as 
identified from a heat distribution study). This is usually near to the drain at the lower rear aspect of the 
chamber. 

The location of the biological indicators in the test packages should match its shape, e.g. three indicators 
in a rectangular-shaped pouch, and five indicators in a large square pouch (one in each corner and one in 
the centre). Reproducibility within acceptable limits is checked by using a minimum of three consecutive 
identical cycles as part of the validation process. 

The results of the validation process must be recorded. The information should include: 

• the date of the test 
• the brand and type of packaging system tested 
• a description of the load or a photograph showing the contents clearly 
• the type of biological indicator used and the batch number. It is important to ensure prior to 

the validation process that the biological indicators to be used have not expired. 



 

    

    
  

• the location and number of the steam sterilizer/ autoclave (if there are multiple autoclaves in 
the practice) 

• the name of the operator running the validation tests 
• the exact cycle parameters which have been validated.  
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